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Abstract 

The purpose of this research is:a) to obtain an overview of adolescent competence in 
managing Small Medium Enterprises (UMKM) through advertising in social mediab) to 
know what kind of social media used to advertise its productsc) how does the strategy of 
advertising to appeal the target market.The scope of this research is the SMALL MEDIUM 
ENTERPRISES (UMKM) runned by adolescent. The methods of this research is qualitative 
descriptive using a case study, with data collection using in-depth interviews, observation 
and content analysis, testing the validity by triangulation method.The results and 
conclusions of this research are: adolescent who manages the SMALL MEDIUM 
ENTERPRISES (UMKM) has good competencies as entrepreneurs, but still requires the 
guidance of a deep financial and management of human resources. In marketing area, 
managers have a good ability in social media advertising.Social media is being used 1) 
Instagram mitshop.id 2) Line Ad account in Tumbler with followers 3 million people 3) 
Freaking True with 1.000.000 followers 4) Paid to Promote, line ad on instagram artist: a) 
official account of Hana Haho with 1,300,000 followers and RayaKitiwith 2,600,000 

followers.  The strategy of advertising by messages is used with endorsingsome artist 
like: super puber Mauren Daryanani, super puber Sarah Tuff, Elina Joerg in Mermaid in 
Love, Zahwaqilah in Tukang Bubur Naik Haji. 
Keywords: Adolescent Competence, Small Medium Enterprises (UMKM) , mitshop.id, 
endorser. 

INTRODUCTION 

The adolescent competence in managing Small Medium Enterprises (UMKM) 

through advertising in social media (instagram) Mithsop.id is a case study on second 

grade in SMA Negeri 3 Surakarta which the product sold is a bag with dropship sales 

model. Those activities are implemented when students in second grade of senior high 

school. 

The competence can be meant as an inherent characteristic of the variety and a 

part of themself and affect the effectiveness of performance in a job 

orsituation. According to Spencer & Spencer Competence at Work (1993) competenceis 

" an underlying characteristics of an individual that is causally related to the 

criterion referenced effective and/or superior performance in a job or situation." 

A competence is the ability to apply or use the knowledge, skills, abilities, 

attitudes, and personal characteristics to perform essential job duties, functions, or in 

the exercise of a particular position or role. The personal characteristics include 

soul/intellectual/cognitive, social/emotional/physical/attitudes, and psychomotor 

attributes needed to do the job (Dubois, 1993; and Lucia &Lepsinger, 1999) (Michelle r. 

Ennis: 1). 

The types of Competencies are: (1) Organizational commitment and awareness (2) 

Self-confidence (3) Developing others (4) Team leadership (5) Listening, understanding 

and responding (the ability to hear, understand, and respond to) (6) Sharing of expertise 

(the willingness of sharing expertise/skills) (6) Impact and influence (7) Self-control (9) 
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Personal motivation (9) Planning and initiatives (10) Critical thinking (11) Information 

seeking (12) Concern for order and quality(13) Client-service orientation 

(14) Flexibility  (15) Teamwork and cooperation (Soemarman, 2004). 

Advertising is a form of marketing communications, advertising, personal selling, 

sales promotion, and publicity all components of promotion inmarketing mix. Kasali 

(1992:9) According to Kotler (2002; 658) translated by Hendra Firm dkk defines 

advertising as: "any form of presentation and promotion of ideas, goods, or services in 

a non-personalized by a particular sponsor which requires payment". The function of 

advertising are (Shimp, 2003:357): a. Informing, advertising make consumers aware of 

the new brands, will educate them toany features and benefits of the brand, and also 

facilitating the creation of positive brand image b. Persuasing, the effective advertising 

will be capable to persuade customers to try products and services advertised c. 

Reminding, advertising to keep the company's brand remains fresh in memory of 

consumer d. Adding value, advertising gives adding value to the brand by affecting 

the consumer perseption. Effective advertising led the brand seen more elegant, more 

stylish, more prestigious and can be better from competitors. 

Delivered (Jagongo, 2013), Social Media is a new phenomenon that has changed 

the business environment as an asset performance resources. It helps companies to 

improve feasibility, cultivate strategic partnerships and improve their contacts with 

customers and suppliers. Being important to business owners and marketers to 

understand the workings of social media as a marketing communication tools and how 

they can grow their business significantly. 

The trend trading in social media is rapidly growing where sellers connect in online 

social networks. The implications of the economic value of social 

networks in social commerce online marketplace for sellers is high. (Andrew, 2010) said, 

in this social media trading, each seller creates its own market, and network relations 

are directed into their shops. The advantages of Social commerce are (1) allows the seller 

generate big economic value, (2) the value of the network located primarily in making 

the stores more accessible to customers who are on the market ("network virtual 

shopping mall"), and (3) the seller the most benefited from the network, not necessarily 

those at the network but they are the most improved accessibility by the network. 

In business environment nowadays, the role of the internet as of communication 

tools has increased drastically. Business model based on social mediais very important 

for the development and growth of companies in the global business 

environment(Abuhashesh, 2014).  

Nowadays, social media is the one of best opportunities for a brand development 

connected with potential consumers. Social media is the media to socialize. This 

newmedia  towinning the trust of consumers with a level of deep relationships. Social 

media is a new media marketing used to implement new social activities at a higher 

level than ever before. (Neti, 2011) added, the explosion of social media phenomenon is 

new and growing with high speed. A global company that uses social media marketing 

as a marketing platform to exploit potential marketing ad campaigns. 

Social media utilization by Small Medium Enterprises (UMKM) is now high 

relatively. (Jagongo, 2013) said, the influence of social media on the growth of the Small 

Medium Enterprises (UMKM) specified in the access market,customer relationship 

management, innovation and prices of Small Medium Enterprises (UMKM) 

product. Social media offers greater market access which has a significant impact on 

the growth of Small Medium Enterprises (UMKM) turn. In addition, social media allows 

companies to communicate quickly and inexpensively with customers as well as 

allowing them to build a database that can be used to increase sales and grow the Small 

Medium Enterprises (UMKM). 

Advertising in social media is how businessmen showing their 

advertising messages in social media either paid or not. Businessmen who still use 
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the traditional media will be missed. Nowadays and in this century, the impact of 

globalization, digitalization, and social media are very powerful, making a lot of 

advertising activities changed. Many companies and advertisers were forced to 

implement business strategiesand business models that are more innovative. Social 

media marketing has become the norm for most companies. Marketing process used by 

some social media sites such as Twitter, Facebook and YouTube. By using the social 

aspects of the web,social media marketing can connect and interact from the personal 

level until the level ofmore intimate and dynamic (Naidoo, 2011).  

Maximize the using of social media will impact more powerful. More than half 

(55%) of marketers choose Facebook as their most important platform, followed by 

LinkedIn (18%), Twitter (12%), and then YouTube (4%). This graph clearly reveals 

Facebook remains the main platform for marketers (Stelzner, 2016). 

Social media has developed into a powerful tool, attracting millions of users, many 

of them have been integrated as a means of mass communication in everyday life (boyd 

and Ellison , 2007) in (Kwon,  2012). First adopters mainly adolescent, a growing 

population from users of social media increases and intertwined the social relations 

(Haythornthwaite, 2005) in (Kwon , 2012). and find a new connection based on shared 

interests, perspectives, or political activity (boyd and Ellison, 2007) in (Kwon, 2012). The 

increasing "connectivity" has led to a dramatic growth market of online social media. 

Internet users in Indonesia reached 82 Million, 80 percent of whom are adolescent 

aged 15-19 years, Social Media is not limited in number and have the ability to penetrate 

the target market without limit, and will be a very effective tool in creating a new 

entrepreneurs and suck a lot of jobs (Kominfo, 2016) 

Adolescent who knows the entrepreneur world early, will get benefits for future 

provision. Adolescent who learn to cultivate and develop the entrepreneur soul, will grow 

up to be a brave person, confident, innovative and creative (Blogspot, 2016) 

The entrepreneur adolescent will be staring the future well, because 

since they were young, they have been trainingabout the soul, the attitude 

of an entrepreneur. Entrepreneurship competence is a very important part in 

developing and creating an entrepreneurial independence. 

It's important for adolescent to develop entrepreneur competence with using social 

media advertising in this era. Adolescent who have the competence to manage his 

business using social media advertising, in the future will be toughand competitive. 

Problems:  

a. How is the competence of Adolescents in managing SMALL MEDIUM 

ENTERPRISES (UMKM) through Advertising in Social Media. 

b. To know what kind of social media used to advertise the product. 

c. How does the advertising strategy to appeal to the target market. 

METHOD 

Research Approach 

The methods of this research is qualitative descriptive using a case study, with 

data collection using in-depth interviews, observation and content analysis, testing the 

validity by triangulation method. 

Types/strategy research: a descriptive qualitative research, is a study that lead 

to describing in detail and depth about the conditions of what really happened(Sutopo, 

2002). The information is taken about a case that already defined so that it called as a 

single case study were established(Sutopo, 2002). This research try to describe in detail 

the competence of adolescents in managing their Small Medium Enterprises (UMKM) 

through advertising in social media activities. 

Participant 
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In The Stage Of Exploratory Research, The Necessary Data Source Consists Of: 

a. Informant, Second Grade Of SMA Negeri 3 Surakarta, Who Manages The 

Purse Effort Using Social Media: (1) Annisa Indah Paramitha. 

b. Observation Play An Active Role, That Is To Observe The Behavior Of Informants 

Related Competence In Managing Its Business. 

c. The Library That Used As Reference Material. 

d. Relating Documents To Competence, Small Medium Enterprises (UMKM) And 

Social Media. 

Data Collection 

The technique of data collecting:  

a. In-depth interview over and over to the informant who manages the SMALL 

MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (UMKM).  

b. Observation play an active role, observe the behavior of informants related the 

competence in managing its business. 

c. Content analysis on this research was conducted to collect data about new 

Media, especially social media Instagram. 

The Technique of Data Analysis 

The technique of data analysis inductively by using interactive methods of 

analysis  (Miles and Huberman,1984) in ((Sutopo, 2002) are visualized: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: an interactive model of data analysis 

Based on the interactive model ofdata analysis process consists of three main 

components, those are the reduction of data, data specialties and 

summary/verification which is the cycles processing and interactive (Sutopo, 2002). 

RESULTS 

1. Based on the results of interviews and observations to the informant as seen from the 

concept of competence shows that: 

a. Awareness and commitment to the Organization: the informant still lacking 

depth in understanding the formal organizational structure, have a good working 

culture, but in work involving other people yet, already understand the concept 

of organizational policies, understanding the question of institutions that are 
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fundamental and long-term nature and willing to make sacrifices for the sake of 

institutes. 

b. Confidence: the informant has the attitude of a high confidence in managing its 

business, has a high independence in running its business. 

c. Developing Others: informants willing to share science related to marketing 

strategies through social media instagram, keeping track of progress. 

d. Listen, understand, and respond to: informants willing to listen the input of 

others related to his business, shows a high empathy to others relating to the 

problems of business, willing acts as advisor/trustworthy companion for 

others/partners. 

e. Sharing knowledge/expertise: informants willing to answer questions of 

colleagues and clients through comment on mitshop, and very open, sincerely 

sharing knowledge owned more broadly and in depth and also willing to provide 

expert assistance on a voluntary basis. 

f. The informant was able to respond calmly against the pressing situation appears 

suddenly, able to control prolonged stress successfully. 

g. Personal Motivation and Overachievers Orientation: the informant had the desire 

to improve the performance by measuring themselves against a high standard, 

are willing to make improvements on past performance, always makes themself 

a superior standard, learn the experience from the school, ask others, and dare 

to take the risk. 

h. Planning and initiative: the informant indicate the persistence in works, has a 

short term activity plan (1-3 months), medium term plan already made (4-12 

months in advance), make plans long term (more than one year ahead) and make 

a stock more so that people do not be wait long. 

i. Client Service Orientation: the urge to find a client's needs then figure out the 

best way to meet the needs of consumers by providing a lot of stock, providing 

follow-up service over the basic needs and provide extra services beyond what is 

requested/required by passing COD, cash and delivery. 

2. Knowing what kind of social media used to advertise its products? 

    Social media used to advertise the product of her business is mitshop.id (instagram) 

account. 

 

Figure 2 Mitshop.id Account 
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From the picture, it looks that the trade account instagram mitshop.id. The 

advertised product is a sling bag hits with different types such as HoloHolo Blog, 

Mini, BW N Bond, Pocket, Pocket Pararan Minilab, Swan Sing, HeloFringer, BW 

Zrumb. Various types of bags can be obtained by viewing the product, see 

the description of the product, if as expected, continued with chat that 

account, write in the format of the booking, and transferring the money. 

In addition to showing the product bags, in that account also looks what 

followers said. Followers are people who following. 

Followers of mitshop.id account have had 4000 followers on November 24th2016. 

For having followers as much as it is through a long process. Those are: 

1. Endorsing some sitcoms such as: a) super puber Mauren Daryanani b) super 

puber Sarah Tuff c) Elina Joerg in Mermaid in Love d) Zahwaqilah in Tukang 

Bubur Naik Haji. 

2. Put an ad in another account like a) Line Ad Tumbler who has 3 million 

followers b) Freaking Truewho has 1.000.000 followers c) Paid Promote. 

3. Instagram artist such as: a) official account of Hana Haho (Anak Jalanan 

opera) that has 1,300,000 followers b) Raya Kiti  (Anak Jalanan opera) which 

has 2,600,000 followers. 

This table shows the influence of endorsement of artistto followers of mitshop.id 

account. 

Table 1 Influence of Endorsement of Artist to Followers 

Nu Artist Before Endorsing After Endorsing 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Zahwaqilah 

Elina Joerg 

Sarah Tuff 

Mauren Daryanani 

100 

315 

1020 

1500 

315 

1020 

1500 

2032 

 

From table 1, we know that endorsement of artist has a positive influence to the 

number of follower, Zahwaqilah was able to raise as 

much as 215 followers, Elina Joerg was able to raise as much as 705 followers, 

Sarah Tuff was able to raise followers as much as 480, Maurenwas able to raise as 

much as followers of 532. 

   Table 2 Advertisements in official account on Line 

and Instagram Artist to Followers 

Nu Artist Before Endorsing After Endorsing 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Hana Haho 

Raya Kiti 

Freaking True 

Line AdTumbler 

2032 

2300 

2915 

3113 

2300 

2915 

3113 

4000 
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From table 2, we know that advertising activities on instagram artist like Hana 

Hahowasa able to raise followers as much as 268, advertising activities on instagram 

artist like RayaKiti was able to raise followers as much as 615, advertising activities 

on Freaking True line account was able to raise followers as much as 198, advertising 

activities on Tumbler line account was able to raise followers as much as 887. 

Endorsement some artist and advertise on the official account line and 

instagramhave positive effect to the followers, from 100 followers of mitshop.id 

account, after doing that activity the number of followers become 4000 followers. 

3. How does the advertising strategy to appeal the target market? 

The strategy of making the message by mitshop.id to appeal the target market 

are: 1) showing an interesting product photo specialties 2) Endorsing some artist like: 

super puberMaurenDaryanani, super puber Sarah Tuff, ElinaJoerg in Mermaid in 

Love, Zahwaqilah in TukangBuburNaik Haji. 

 

Figure 4 Endorsement of MaurenDaryanani 

In that picture, we know that MaurenDaryanani are posed using bag 

mitshop.id sale. Super Puber SCTV is one of the operas that have a special place in 

adolescent opera. The opera starring by the winner of Miss Celebrity Indonesia 2016 

(2016 Kiki). 

Those activities have a positive influence in raising the followers of 100 become 

2032, as shown in table 1 above. 

DISCUSSION 

The competence of entrepreneur adolescent is included in good categories. The 

students are adolescent who have the capability of running his own business and all 

activities. Advertise products from social media account instagram,make official 

account of Mitshop.id, put an ad in another account, endorsement artist, booking of the 

goods from the factory, the delivery of goods to consumers via airfreight services, 

financial record-keeping. 

It would be very good if such trade activities have the support of the school, or 

school  make the concept of incubation for students who will be able to set up and create 

the student after graduation to be readybe entrepreneur. Delivered by (Zsolt , 

2015) students have a better chance to success in the future after getting the 

programme of entrepreneurcompetence incubationat the University. Preparation 

of skills and competences through this program more needed by alumni as compared 
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with the skills and competencies of the job field. Students will have a direct line to start 

or launch their own businesses. As an experienced enterpreneur. Incubator that 

owned by Universities is very  enthusiastic receiving local entrepreneurs are 

students from various faculties to start their new business. 

Social media used are: Instagramwith official account of mitshop.id, Line Ad 

account in Tumbler with 3 million followers, Freaking True with 1.000.000 followers, 

Paid Promote, line ad on instagramwith official account of Hana Haho with 1,300,000 

followers and RayaKitiwith 2,600,000 followers. Instagram accentuate the features of 

communication through images or photos. With the theme of the photo story with 

interesting text, will become a magnet for gathered people on that account to 

be followers. With the number of this great follower  will be able to increase sales of 

a product or service. 

Delivered by (Salleh, 2015) the using of social media in business circles is growing 

rapidly which involve the operator in charge of building relationships with customers 

through social media instagram. Photos in the instagram is worth a 

thousand words,will be easily digested by the customer. Social media 

presence (instagram) increasing popularity and help in promoting. 

Added by (Wally , 2014) Instagram used by Emirates woman entrepreneurs, 

especially for home-based businesses. Many marketing strategies created 

to ensure brand awareness which involves customers. The 

most highlighted features of Instagramis the fact that the better exposure and user 

friendly. The basic idea of relying on relatives and friends reflect the culture of the 

Emirate based on tribe. This makes Emirates woman's privacy is maintained without 

dealing with foreigners, especially with the opposite sex, and it allows them to practice 

business freely without social pressure. 

The other phenomenon which is very interesting from Instagram is talking about 

the number of followers. With the number of follower is great this is what will be able 

to increase sales of a product or service. The process of purchasing an item by 

consumers, usually started from being followers. The number of followers is directly 

related to the purchasing process. Followers will see the product, see the description 

of the product, if as expected, continued with chatting the admin, write in the format 

of the booking, and transferring the money. As delivered by (Halimawan, 

2015) Followers of account Instagram has patterns of behavior that are relevant 

to customer purchase path 5Awhich consisted of aware, appeal, ask, act, 

and advocate in the purchase of products offered by account Instagram. The process 

of purchasing decision behavior by followers account Instagram is a broad decision-

making process by passing through allphases of the customer on the path so that the 

purchase behavior patterns 5A IE Aware → Appeal → Ask → Act  →  Advocate. The 

presence of connectivity affects the followers of account Instagram to 

decide any purchase decision the products which is the result of a group decision 

making with others who recommend products brand. 

Followers isthe important thing in media, increasing the number of followers 

show an increasing high level of confidence to an account. (Chan, 2016), conveying how 

to increase followers are: 1) generate content that customers preferred, making an 

interesting theme and fill your account with a relevant picture 2) post regularly, insert 

a picture on a regular basis, once foe each three to four hours, not one by one, such as 

sowing the seeds of mass 3) had a call strongly on Instagram, on Instagram biography 

is very important. We can use of this section to have a strong call to act up to 150 

characters) using the hashtag (keyword beginning with #) to navigate viewers in a way 

that is easy for the topics they are interested in. Attach #hashtag to the content we allow 

images to be found more easily by those who have not followed us 5) have a strong call 

to the message of each photo, description below in each photo 6) became a follower on 

another account, it enables us to find a large group of people who will be potentially 
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interested in our brand 7) Network, network, network, network can create miracles , not 

only in real life, but also in the field of social media. There is an account 

on Instagram will perform "share for share," which allows us to make the contenton the 

other pages if we do the same thing. If we want to  helpother people and do not expect 

anything, it will produce something good ten times 8) Shoutoutinstagram, paying 

shoutout in another popular accounts. It will cause us to gain access in a larger 

network that we have not had access before. 

Strategy of advertising messages is used with endorsing some artist like: super 

puber Mauren Daryanani, super puber Sarah Tuff, ElinaJoerg in Mermaid in Love, 

Zahwaqilah in Tukang Bubur Naik Haji. 

According to the business men, the ad endorsing those artist with showing a nice 

pose, photos look bright, the artist looks lovely and the acting of artists reflect pose a 

teenager who is cheerful, jolly, warm, smart, agile, and intelligent. Based on the target 

market from mitshop.id, are adolescent. 

By using endorsement some artist will create a sense of pride from the 

consumer, that a product have a special place in the heart 

of society.The celebrity endorser is expected to be thetrade spokesman attached in the 

minds of consumers quickly, so that consumers are willing to buy those brand. In 

addition, celebrities can also be used as a proper tool to represent the market 

segmentation. Therefore, it's no wonder if the product being advertised using many 

celebrities, because each of them will represent the market segmentation (Royan, 2005). 

Celebrities have the power to stop it, they can attract the attention of top advertising 

messages in the middle of the large number of other ads (Belch and Belch. 2004). Added 

by (Maulana,  2008) the relationship between celebrity endorser and brand imageis 

to improve the credibility of the brand, and the main advantage of using celebrity is the 

ability to remember the advertising in no time. The public image of the artist 

is transferred indirectly into the appearances brand than non 

celebrity or lay endorser. The use of famous artist is more effective to generate a 

positive response toward the brand while increasing the desire to buy those products 

( Maulana,2005). 

 

CONCLUSION 

1. Adolescent who manages the SMALL MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (UMKM) has 

competencies as entrepreneurs, but still requires the guidance of a deep 

financial and management of human resources. In marketing, managers have a 

good ability in social media advertising. 

2. Social Media used are: 1) Official account of mitshop.id inInstagram 2) Line Ad 

account in Tumbler with 3 million followers 3) Freaking True with 1.000.000 

followers 4) Paid Promote, line ad on official account of some artist in instagram 

such as: a) official account of Hana Haho with 1,300,000 followers and 

RayaKitiwith 2,600,000 followers. 

3. Strategy of advertising messages used are by using endorsement some opera 

artist like: super puber Mauren Daryanani, super puber Sarah Tuff, Elina Joerg 

in Mermaid in Love, Zahwaqilah in Tukang Bubur Naik Haji. 
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 Abstract   

Integration of science and Islam has become a model of scientific development at UIN 
(Islamic State University) In Indonesia. The expansion of the field of study in PTKI (Islamic 
Higher Education in Indonesia) formerly only the Islamic sciences, clear away to the 
natural sciences, the social sciences and humanities that necessitates a change of 
scientific thought. Thought that develop in universities under the Ministry of Religious 
Affairs is the natural sciences and the social sciences-humanities sourced from Western 
thus mean secular.So that both of them have Islamic value, it should be constructed to the 
new paradigm in scientific development; UIN Malang develop integration paradigm, UIN 
Yogyakarta develop integration-interconnected, and UIN-Surabaya develop integrated-
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